COVID-19 Open Play Modifications - Phase 3 Step 1 (Pickleball)
revised 10/16/20
In combination with our overall facility and company guidelines during this period, we are also
requiring modifications to specific sports rules as recommended by the state.
The following guidelines are in place to ensure a safe and enjoyable environment for all patrons
and staff at Fore Kicks. They will be strictly enforced. Failure to do so can result in removal from
premises or expulsion from league.
Surrounding Play
1. Registration and payment must be made ahead of time online. Registration is limited to 5 players
per pickleball court.
2. Any participants with signs of symptoms of COVID-19 are asked to stay home and not attend.
3. SPECTATORS are required to stay in their cars or drop off and pick up their participants, remote
viewing of LiveBarn is available on all indoor fields/courts and ForeKicks Marlboro outdoor fields..
4. ARRIVAL cannot be earlier than 5 minutes prior to start time. Players must remain in their cars
until that time.
5. We expect all players to arrive in their full UNIFORM. No changing rooms or showers are
available.
6. Players need to use hand sanitizer from supplied dispensers upon entering and leaving courts.
7. FACE MASKS required at all times. During play, entry and exit from the building, bathroom visits,
etc.
8. BATHROOMS are for our participants only (no spectators) and are limited to 2 people at a time.
9. NO FOOD on courts. WATER BOTTLES ONLY allowed on courts and must be labeled with
player’s name. Please do not share WATER bottles. Water fountains (inside) are off until further
notice.
10. STATE guidelines regarding social distancing must be adhered to including no groups on field
playing surfaces and courts larger than 25 people.
11. All TRASH must be removed from the area. Trash in/Trash out.
12. NO SPITTING at any time anywhere on property. Violation can result in expulsion.
13. WHEN ACTIVITY IS OVER, players must leave the complex immediately.
14. ENTRY and EXIT points are designated.
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During The Match
Face coverings must be worn at all times The default expectation is that face coverings will be
worn. Players may take a “mask break” when needed and not in close proximity of others.
Balls and paddles must be supplied by the registrants.
The 5 players per pickleball court should compete within their court and not with others from
another court.
POST GAME handshakes/fist bumps have been suspended.

